The Computer, the Internet and Management
Conferences and Call for Papers

September 1 – 2, 2009
2009 5th International Conference on Global Security, Safety and Sustainability (ICGS3 2009)
University of East London
London, United Kingdom
For more confirmation, contact:
Prof. Ali Hessami, 30 Cranley Gardens
UNITED KINGDOM London N13 4LS
+44 2082451982, +44 7863200041
+44 2082451982 (fax)
E-mail:a.g.hessami@ieee.org
http://www.uel.ac.uk/icgs3/

September 1 – 4, 2009
K-CAP'09: Fifth International Conference on Knowledge Capture 2009
Redondo Beach, CA USA
For more confirmation, contact:
E-mail:kcap09-info@lists.stanford.edu.
http://kcap09.stanford.edu/

September 2 - 5, 2009
13th International Conference on Computer Analysis of Images and Patterns CAIP'09
Münster, Germany
For more confirmation, contact:
Email: caip-09@uni-muenster.de
http://cvpr.uni-muenster.de/CAIP2009/

September 4 – 7, 2009
International Symposium on Wearable Computers
Linz, Austria
For more confirmation, contact:
Conference Co-Chairs: Alois Ferscha,
University of Linz, Austria
E-mail: ferscha@pervasive.jku.at
Gerfried Stocker, Ars Electronica Center, Austria

E-mail: gerfried.stocker@aec.at
http://www.iswc.net/

September 7 – 9, 2009
12th Information Security Conference
Pisa, Italy
For more confirmation, contact:
Program chairs: isc09@unimi.it
http://isc09.dti.unimi.it/

September 7 – 9, 2009
The 13th IASTED International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Soft Computing (ASC 2009)
Palma de Mallorca, Spain
For more confirmation, contact:
IASTED Secretariat
Building B6, Suite #101,
2509 Dieppe Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T3E 7J9
Phone: +1 403 288 1195
Fax: +1 403 247 6851
Email: calgary@iasted.org
http://www.iasted.org/conferences/pastinfo-683.html

September 7 -10, 2009
7th International Conference on Business Process Management
Ulm, Germany
For more confirmation, http://www.bpm2009.org/

September 7 -11, 2009
CYBERWORLDS’09: International Conference on CYBERWORLDS
United Kingdom
For more confirmation, http://www.inf.brad.ac.uk/cw09/
September 14 – 16, 2009
IVA'09: International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents
Amsterdam, Netherlands
For more conformation, contact:
E-mail: iva09@dfki.de
http://iva09.dfki.de/

September 15 – 18, 2009
MobileHCI'09: 11th International Conference on Human Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services
Bonn, Germany
For more conformation, contact:
Conference Secretary: Andrea Bernards
Fraunhofer FIT
E-mail: info@mobilehci09.org
T: +49 2241 142068, F: +49 2241 1442068
Address: Schloss Birlinghoven
53754 Sankt Augustin, Germany
V.A.T. nr: DE129515865
http://www.mobilehci09.org/

September 15 – 18, 2009
WI-IAT'09: IEEE/WIC/ACM Joint Conference on Web Intelligence & Intelligent Agent Technology
Milan, Italy
For more conformation,
http://www.wi-iat09.disco.unimib.it/

September 16 – 18, 2009
DocEng'09: ACM Symposium on Document Engineering
Munich, Germany
For more conformation, contact:
Conference Chair: Uwe M. Borghoff
Universität der Bundeswehr München, Germany, E-mail: uwe.borghoff@unibw.de
http://doceng09.cs.unibw.de/

September 21- 25, 2009
14th European Symposium on Research in Computer Security
Saint Malo, France
For more conformation, contact:
Esories2009@mlistes.telecom-bretagne.eu
http://www.laas.fr/~esories/
http://conferences.telecom-bretagne.eu/
esories2009/EN/home.php

September 21- 25, 2009
IEEE 2009 International Conference on Services Computing
Bangalore, India
For more conformation,

September 23 - 25, 2009
Second International ICST Conference on Electronic Healthcare for the 21st century
Istanbul, Turkey
For more conformation,
http://www.electronic-health.org/

September 23 - 26, 2009
10th International Conference on Intelligent Data Engineering and Automated Learning
Burgos, Spain
For more conformation, contact:
DEAL 2009 Organising Committee
Dr Emilio Corchado - GICAP Research Group, Escuela Politécnica Superior
Universidad de Burgos
Calle Francisco de Vitoria S/N, Edifico C, 09006, Burgos, Spain
Phone: +34 947 25 93 95, +34 616 44 98 88
Fax: +34 947 25 9395
E-mail: escorchedo@ubu.es
http://gicap.ubu.es/ideal2009/

September 24 – 25, 2009
Security and Trust Management
Saint Malo, France
For more conformation, contact:
Program chairs: stm09@infsec.uni-trier.de
http://stm09.dti.unimi.it/

September 25 – 26, 2009
InfoSecCD '09: 2009 Information Security Curriculum Development Conference
Kennesaw, GA USA
For more confirmation, contact
E-mail infosec@kennesaw.edu
http://infosec.kennesaw.edu/InfoSecCD/

September 30 – October 2, 2009
The 1st International ICST Conference on
Digital Forensics & Cyber Crime
Albany, NY USA
For more confirmation, contact
General Chair Sanjay Goel
University at Albany,
E-mail: SUNYgoel@albany.edu
http://www.d-forensics.org/

September 30 – October 3, 2009
Ubicomp ’09: The 11th International
Conference on Ubiquitous Computing
Orlando, FL USA
For more confirmation, contact
Sumi Helal, General Chair:
E-mail: chair2009@ubicomp.org
http://www.ubicomp.org/ubicomp2009/

October 4 - 7, 2009
UIST’09: The 22nd Annual ACM
Symposium on User Interface Software
and Technology
Victoria, BC Canada
For more confirmation, contact
Conference Chair
Andrew Wilson (awilson@microsoft.com),
Microsoft Research, USA
Program Chair
François Guimbretière (papers@uist.org),
Cornell University, USA
http://oldwww.acm.org/uist/uist2009/

October 5 – 7, 2009
The 2009 IEEE International Symposium
on Trust, Security and Privacy for
Pervasive Applications
Changsha, China
For more confirmation, contact
Prof. Guojun Wang
E-mail: csgjwang@gmail.com
http://trust.csu.edu.cn/conference/tsp2009/

October 5 - 8, 2009
IJCCI-International Joint Conference on
Computational Intelligence
Madeira, Portugal
For more confirmation, contact
Conference Co-chairs
Joaquim Filipe, Polytechnic Institute of
Setubal / INSTICC, Portugal
Janusz Kacprzyk, Systems Research Institute
/ Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland
http://www.ijcci.org/
International Conference on Fuzzy
Computation (ICFC)
ICFC is part of IJCCI - The International
Joint Conference on Computational
Intelligence
http://www.icfc.ijcci.org/
Program Chair: António Dourado,
University of Coimbra, Portugal
International Conference on Evolutionary
Computation (ICEC)
Program Chair Agostinho Rosa, IST,
Technical University of Lisbon, Portugal
http://www.icec.ijcci.org/
International Conference on Neural
Computation (ICNC)
Program Chair Kurosh Madani, The
University of PARIS XII, Paris, France
http://www.icnc.ijcci.org/

October 6 – 8, 2009
KMIS’09: International Conference on
Knowledge Management and Information
Sharing
Funchal, Portugal
For more confirmation, contact
KMIS Secretariat
2910-595 Setúbal – Portugal
Tel.: +351 265 100 033,
Fax: +44 203 014 8639
E-mail: kmis.secretariat@insticc.org
http://www.kmis.ic3k.org/

October 6 – 10, 2009
2nd ACM International Conference on
Security of Information and Networks

October 11 – 14, 2009
2009 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics
San Antonio, TX USA
For more conformation, contact
General Chair: C. L. Philip Chen
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The University of Texas at San Antonio
TX 78249 USA
Phone:(210)-458-7076
Fax: (210)-458-5947
E-mail: Philip.Chen@ieee.org
http://www.smc2009.org/

October 12 -14, 2009
SOSP'09: ACM SIGOPS 22nd Symposium on Operating Systems Principles
Big Sky, MT USA
For more conformation,
http://www.sigops.org/sosp/sosp09/index.html

October 12 -14, 2009
CTIC '09: International Conference on Convergence Technologies and Information Convergence
Nashville, TN USA
Marriott Franklin Cool Springs, Nashville, Tennessee, USA
For more conformation,
http://earth.uos.ac.kr/~ctic2009/

October 12 -14, 2009
The IASTED International Conference on Communication Systems, Networks and Applications (CSNA 2009)
Beijing, China
For more conformation, contact
IASTED Secretariat
Building B6, Suite #101
2509 Dieppe Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T3E 7J9
Phone: +1 403 288 1195
Fax: +1 403 247 6851
E-mail: calgary@iasted.org
http://www.iasted.org/conferences/home-660.html

October 15 -16, 2009
Lake Buena Vista, FL USA
For more conformation, contact
General Chair
Laurie Williams
williams@csc.ncsu.edu
North Carolina State University, USA
http://www.csc2.ncsu.edu/conferences/esem/

October 17 -18, 2009
Internetware'09: First Asia-Pacific Symposium on Internetware
Beijing, China
For more conformation,

October 18 -20, 2009
Fourth International ICST Conference on Nano-Networks
Lucerne, Switzerland
For more conformation, contact
General Chair Alexandre Schmid EPFL, Switzerland
E-mail:alexandre.schmid@epfl.ch
http://www.nanonets.org/
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October 19 -21, 2009
3rd International Conference on Network and System Security
Gold Coast, Australia
For more conformation, contact
E-mail: ieee.nss@gmail.com

October 20 -22, 2009
VALUETOOLS'09: 4th International Conference on Performance Evaluation Methodologies and Tools
Pisa, Italy
For more conformation, contact:
E-mail: valuetools@valuetools.org
http://www.valuetools.org/2009/

October 20 -23, 2009
34th IEEE Conf. on Local Computer Networks (LCN)
Zürich, Switzerland
For more conformation, contact:
General Chair: Ehab Elmallah,
University of Alberta
E-mail: ehab@cs.ualberta.ca
http://www.ieee-lcn.org/

October 21 -23, 2009
The Fifth Asia Information Retrieval Symposium (AIRS 2009)
Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan.
For more conformation, contact the conference co-chairs:
E-mail yoshioka@ist.hokudai.ac.jp and E-mail: tetsuyasakai@acm.org
http://www-kb.ist.hokudai.ac.jp/AIRS2009/

October 21 -23, 2009
The 2009 IEEE International Conference on e-Business Engineering
Macau, China
For more conformation, contact
E-mail: icebe2009@gmail.com.
http://conferences.computer.org/icebe/

October 22 -24, 2009
SIGIT '09: ACM Special Interest Group for Information Technology Education Conference
Fairfax, VA USA
For more conformation, contact
Chair: Mark Stockman,
University of Cincinnati, E-mail: mark.stockman@uc.edu
http://www.sigite.org/

October 20 -22, 2009
Conference on Theoretical and Applied Computer Science
Stillwater, OK USA
For more conformation, contact
E-mail: tacs09@cs.okstate.edu.
http://www.cs.okstate.edu/tacs09/

October 25 – 29, 2009
8th International Semantic Web Conference
Chantilly, VA USA
For more conformation, contact
General Chair: Enrico Motta
E-mail: e.motta@open.ac.uk
http://iswc2009.semanticweb.org/

October 25 – 28, 2009
ASSETS '09: The 11th International ACM SIGACCESS Conference on Computers and Accessibility
Pittsburgh, PA USA
For more conformation, contact
General Chair: Shari Trewin
IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (USA)
E-mail: gc-assets09@acm.org
http://www.sigaccess.org/assets09/

October 25 – 28, 2009
DS-RT '09: 13th International Symposium on Distributed Simulation and Real-Time Applications
Singapore, Singapore
For more conformation, contact
General Co-Chairs
Stephen John Turner
Parallel and Distributed Computing Centre, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
David Roberts
Centre for Virtual Environments, University of Salford, UK

October 25 – 29, 2009
OOPSLA '09: ACM SIGPLAN Object Oriented Programming Systems and Applications Conference
Orlando, FL USA
For more conformation, contact
Conference Chair, Shail Arora
Adayana, Inc.
E-mail: chair@oopsla.org
http://www.oopsla.org/oopsla2009/

October 26 – 29, 2009
Mobicase'09: The International Conference on Mobile Computing, Applications and Services
San Diego, CA USA
For more conformation,
http://www.mobicase.org/

October 27 – 30, 2009
MSWiM '09: The 12th ACM International Conference on Modeling, Analysis and Simulation of Wireless and Mobile Systems
Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain

October 29 – 31, 2009
Sarajevo, Bosnia

November 2 - 4, 2009
The Twelfth IASTED International Conference on Intelligent Systems and Control (ISC 2009)
Cambridge, MA USA
For more conformation, contact
IASTED Secretariat
Building B6, Suite #101
2509 Dieppe Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T3E 7J9
Phone: +1 403 288 1195
Fax: +1 403 247 6851
Email: calgary@iasted.org
Web Site: www.iasted.org

November 2 - 4, 2009
The 12th IASTED International Conference on Software Engineering and Applications (SEA 2009)
Cambridge, MA USA
For more conformation, contact
IASTED Secretariat
Building B6, Suite #101
2509 Dieppe Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T3E 7J9
Phone: +1 403 288 1195
Fax: +1 403 247 6851
Email: calgary@iasted.org
http://www.iasted.org/conferences/home-669.html

November 2 - 5, 2009
The 21st IASTED International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Computing and Systems (PDCS 2009)
Cambridge, MA USA
For more conformation, contact
IASTED Secretariat
Building B6, Suite #101
2509 Dieppe Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T3E 7J9
Phone: +1 403 288 1195
Fax: +1 403 247 6851
E-mail: calgary@iasted.org
http://www.iasted.org/conferences/home-669.html
ICCAD '09: The International Conference on Computer-Aided Design  
San Jose, CA USA  
For more confirmation, contact  
General Chair Jaijeet Roychowdhury  
Univ. of California, Berkeley  
545 E Cory Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720  
510-643-5664  

November 2 - 6, 2009  
CIKM '09: Conference on Information and Knowledge Management  
Hong Kong, China  
http://www.comp.polyu.edu.hk/conference/cikm2009/about/

November 4 - 6, 2009  
GIS'09: 17th SIGSPATIAL International Conference on Advances in Geographic Information Systems  
Seattle, WA USA  
For more confirmation, contact  
General Chair Ouri Wolfson,  
University of Illinois at Chicago, USA  
E-mail: wolfson@cs.uic.edu  
http://acmgis09.cs.umn.edu/

November 4 - 6, 2009  
IMC'09: Internet Measurement Conference  
Chicago, IL USA  
http://www.imconf.net/imc-2009/

November 5 - 8, 2009  
International Symposium on Web Rules, Languages and Applications  
Las Vegas, NV USA  
http://www.defeasible.org/ruleml2009/

November 6 - 9, 2009  
INFO'09: The Fifth International Conference on Information  
Kyoto, Japan  
For more confirmation, contact  
SECRETARIAT:  
International Information Institute  
LI Lab., Faculty of Engineering  
Hosei University, Koganei, Tokyo  
184-8584, Japan  
FAX: +81-42-3876347  
E-mail: office@information-iii.org  
http://www.information-iii.org/conf/

November 7 - 8, 2009  
CHiMiT'09: Computer Human Interaction for the Management of Information Technology  
Baltimore, MD USA  
http://www.chimit09.org/

November 9 - 12, 2009  
The 6th International Conference on Information Technology and Applications  
Hanoi, Viet Nam  
For more confirmation, contact  
ICITA secretariat  
E-mail: icita@ieee.org  
http://www.icita.org/

November 9 - 13, 2009  
CCS'09: 16th ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security 2009  
Chicago, IL USA  
For more confirmation, contact  
General Chair Ehab Al-Shaer  
University of North Carolina, Charlotte, USA  
E-mail: ealshaer@uncc.edu  
http://www.sigsac.org/ccs/CCS2009/

November 10 - 13, 2009  
ICEGOV’09: 3rd International Conference on Theory and Practice of Electronic Governance  
Bogota, Colombia  
For more confirmation, contact  
E-mail: icegov @ icegov.org  
http://www.icegov.org/

November 11 - 14, 2009  
2nd International ICST Conference on Ambient Media and Systems
November 16 - 20, 2009
ASE’09: IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering
Auckland, New Zealand
http://www.ase-conferences.org/

November 17 - 19, 2009
eConf ’09: Kuwait First e-Conference
Kuwait, Kuwait
For more conformation, contact
The Public Authority for Applied Education and Training
Edailiya, Block 3, P.O.Box: 35940 Sheab
The State of Kuwait 35900
Fax: (+965) 2252-3760 (attn: Kuwait First eConference and Exhibition)
Tel: (+965) 2241-5690 or (+965) 9749-8007
E-mail: info@e-conf-kuwait.com
Scientific Committee: Prof. Kassem Saleh
Fax: (+965) 2252-3760
Tel: (+965) 6649-8883 or (+965) 9749-8007
E-mail: papers@e-conf-kuwait.com
or E-mail: saleh.kassem@yahoo.com
http://e-conf-kuwait.com/

November 18 - 20, 2009
VRST’09: The 16th ACM Symposium on Virtual Reality Software and Technology
Kyoto, Japan
http://grouse.ime.cmc.osaka-u.ac.jp:8080 /VRST2009/

November 19 - 21, 2009
IADIS International Conference Applied Computing 2009

November 19 - 22, 2009
IADIS International Conference
Www/Internet 2009
Rome, Italy
For more conformation, contact
E-mail: secretariat@internet-conf.org
http://www.internet-conf.org/

November 20 - 22, 2009
The Fourth IASTED International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction (IASTED-HCI 2009)
St. Thomas, VI USA
For more conformation, contact
IASTED Secretariat
Building B6, Suite #101
2509 Dieppe Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T3E 7J9
Phone: +1 403 288 1195
Fax: +1 403 247 6851
E-mail: calgary@iasted.org
Web Site: www.iasted.org
http://www.iasted.org/conferences/home-673.html

November 22 - 24, 2009
The Twelfth IASTED International Conference on Computers and Advanced Technology in Education (CATE 2009)
Globalization of Education Through Advanced Technology
St. Thomas, VI USA
For more conformation, contact
IASTED Secretariat
Building B6, Suite #101
2509 Dieppe Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T3E 7J9
Phone: +1 403 288 1195
Fax: +1 403 247 6851
Email: calgary@iasted.org
http://www.iasted.org/conferences/home-672.html

November 22 - 25, 2009
MUM'09: 8th International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia
Cambridge, United Kingdom
For more conformation, contact
Conference Chairs
Natasa Milic-Frayling, Microsoft Research
Cambridge, UK
E-mail: natasamf@microsoft.com
Jonna Häkkilä, Nokia Research Center
Tampere, Finland
E-mail: Jonna.Hakkila@nokia.com
Jon Crowcroft, University of Cambridge, UK
E-mail: Jon.Crowcroft@cl.cam.ac.uk
http://www.mum2009.org/

November 23 - 25, 2009
The First International Conference on Internet Multimedia Computing and Service
Kunming, Yunnan, YT China
http://www.nlpr.ia.ac.cn/icimcs2009/

November 24 - 26, 2009
Seoul, Republic of Korea
http://www.aicit.org/icis/

November 30 - December 4, 2009
Middleware'09: 10th International Middleware Conference
Champaign, IL USA
http://middleware2009.cs.uiuc.edu/

December 2 – 4, 2009
4th International Conference on Semantic and Digital Media Technologies
Graz, Austria
http://www.samt2009.org/

December 3 – 4, 2009
3rd International Universal Communication Symposium
Tokyo, Japan
For more conformation, contact
IUCS2009 Secretariat
E-mail: Iucs2009@khn.nict.go.jp
http://www.i-uc-s.org/2009/

December 9, 2009
Mining User-Generated Content for Security 2009
Venice, Italy
For more conformation, contact
E-mail: minucs@cs.helsinki.fi
http://www.usercentricmedia.org/workshops/minucs/

December 10 - 12, 2009
Rocky 09 Bioinformatics Conference
Snowmass, CO USA
For more conformation, contact
Stephanie Hagstrom
E-mail: rocky@iscb.org
360-239-9177
Registration Coordinator
Suzi Smith
E-mail: admin@iscb.org
http://www.iscb.org/rocky09-home

December 14 – 18, 2009
Fifth International Conference on Information Systems Security
Kolkata, India
http://www.eecs.umich.edu/iciss09/

December 14 – 16, 2009
MoMM'09: 7th International Conference on Mobile Computing and Multimedia
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
For more conformation, contact
Ismail Khalil
Department of Telecooperation
Johannes Kepler University of Linz
Altenberger Str. 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
Tel.: +43 732 2468 9888
Fax: +43 732 2468 9829
Email: ismail@iiwas.org
www: http://www.iiwas.org/ismail
Ms. Hesti M. Sudjana, General Secretary
C/O Permata Senayan blok C-28, Patal Senayan,
Jl. Tentara Pelajar 1 no.5, Jakarta 12210, Indonesia
Tel.: +62 21 7196178
Email: hesti_AT_iiwas.org
http://www.iiwas.org/conferences/iiwas2009/

December 14 – 15, 2009
The 3rd Asia-Pacific Embedded Systems Education & Research Conference
Singapore, Singapore
For more conformation, contact
General chairs: Ian McLoughlin
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Nicholas Vun Chan Hua
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
http://eos.ntu.edu.sg/APESER2009/

December 14 – 15, 2009
VRCAI '09: Virtual Reality Continuum and its Applications in Industry
Tokyo, Japan
http://www.vrcai2009.com/

December 14 – 16, 2009
iiWAS'09: 11th International Conference on Information Integration and Web-based Applications & Services
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
For more conformation, contact
Ismail Khalil
Department of Telecooperation
Johannes Kepler University of Linz
Altenberger Str. 69, 4040 Linz, Austria
Tel.: +43 732 2468 9888
Fax: +43 732 2468 9829
Email: ismail_AT_iiwas.org
www: http://www.iiwas.org/ismail
Ms. Hesti M. Sudjana, General Secretary
C/O Permata Senayan blok C-28, Patal Senayan,
Jl. Tentara Pelajar 1 no.5, Jakarta 12210, Indonesia, Tel.: +62 21 7196178
Email: hesti_AT_iiwas.org
http://www.iiwas.org/conferences/iiwas2009/

December 14 – 15, 2009
FIT '09: International Conference on Frontiers of Information Technology
Abbottabad, Pakistan
For more conformation, contact
FIT 2009 Secretariat
COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, University Road, Tobe Camp, Post Code 22060
Abbottabad – NWFP, Pakistan
Phone: +92 992 111 001 007
Fax: +92 992 383 441
E-mail: fit09@ciit.net.pk
http://www.fit.edu.pk/

December 14 – 19, 2009
HIPC'09: International Conference on High Performance Computing
Kochi, India

December 16 – 19, 2009
SA'09: SIGGRAPH ASIA 2009
Yokohama, Japan
http://www.siggraph.org/asia2008/

December 27 – 29, 2009
International Journal of Network Security & Its Applications (IJNSA)
Chennai, India
For more conformation, contact
E-mail: workshop_n@yahoo.com
or E-mail: ijnsa@airccse.org
http://airccse.org/journal/ijnsa.html